TRANSPORT

A selection of books held in the CIBSE Heritage Group Archives and the Library of former Chairman Brian Roberts. These are a valuable source of information on electrical power generation & traction, steam boilers, lighting and water services in railway passenger coaches and ocean liners.

See for example this website under electronic books/
/buildings & transport/transport
/travelling in comfort

1982 English version of the 1977 French publication
1990 Includes illustrations of lighting and heating in passenger coaches

1975 Shows how passenger coaches were improved
1997 Traces the evolution of major railway termini across the world
1993 Provides a 150 year history of passenger ships
1985 Over 140 pages of photographs showing the lighting in the public rooms of famous ocean liners of the past
1998 With a large section on Machinery including boilers, engines & electrical plant
1977 Covers a century of ship architecture from Brunel’s Great Britain
2002 By Ian Stewart former Hon.Treasurer of the Heritage Group
2004 Illustrates how airports have changed to meet the needs of the modern era